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1A
1-2: All forward a double with partner and fall back with neighbor.
3-4: All forward a double with neighbor and fall back with partner.

1B
1-4: Men do a figure eight around the women, starting by passing each other by the right shoulder.

1C
1-4: Hey for four starting with the men passing right shoulders.

1D
1-2: All star right. Men begin the star and women join in behind their partner.
3-4: All star left back to place.

2A
1-4: All side right with partner and left with neighbor.

2B
1-4: Women do a figure eight around the men, starting by passing each other by the left shoulder.

2C
1-4: Hey for four starting with the women passing left shoulders.

2D
1-2: All star left. Women begin the star and men join in behind their partner.

3A
1-4: All arm right with partner and left with neighbor.

3B-D Alternate the figures of parts 1 and 2 for this part and any repeats.